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Season 7, Episode 35
 PreviousNext 




The Emperor of Ultimate Destruction, Bahamdia



Blader Gai gives a recap of the recent match between Zero and Sakyo, the resulting of this first match of the semi-finals to ultimately have Zero advance to the finals as the second and last match of the semi-finals is about to commence. As this happens, Team Garcia are spectating the soon-to-be match as their motives and expectations for Kira are soon, underway. Shinobu will be pitted against Kira in order to determine who shall advance to the finals and battle Zero to be crowned the champion of Neo Battle Bladers and essentially, the No. 1 Blader in Japan. As this occurs, the audience remains cheering in excitement as the two opponents walk to the Zero-G Stadium with Shinobu's friends cheering him on with confidence. Entering the platforms, they are raised up to prepare for their match as immediately, Shinobu announces to Kira how he has conducted intense training and has been prepared to defeat Berserker Begirados. Kira however, merely smirks and scoffs at this when he tells Shinobu that he had no need to wield Begirados anymore, throwing it away in search of something "more". As a solution, Kira was able to receive what he was aspiring for in the form of Gladiator Bahamdia. Alarming everyone in an instant including Team Garcia, each remains in shock and distraught by this unexpected debut of a new Beyblade. Kira further announces that his new Beyblade is something not to be underestimated and that Shinobu's plan to counter Begirados' moves has now failed; forcing Shinobu to cope with the advent of a new Bey. Shinobu, irritated by this, starts of "3... 2... 1... Go Shoot!" as he and Kira launch their Beyblades for battle. Shinobi Saramanda lands in the arena to combat Bahamdia yet in an instant, Bahamdia shows full-throttle already when it brings Saramanda to leap off the Stadium floor. Surprised, Shinobu commands Saramanda to return safely but only to face the same attack and is thrown out into the air. Quite irritated and surprised, Shinobu tries to find a way 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
2 December 2012, 00:00
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